Agenda

- Auditorium Design
- Learning Commons Design Update
- 90% Cost Estimate
Interior Materials:

- **Wood Millwork**
- **Porcelain Wall Tile**
- **Rubber Flooring**
- **Carpet Tile**
- **Linoleum**
- **Paint**
- **Epoxy Flooring**
- **Acoustic Panels**
- **Countertops**
- **Existing Countertops**
- **Ceiling Panels**
- **Casework**
- **Walk Off Mat**

Boys
Girls
Single
Boys
Auditorium – Green Scheme

Carpet Option (under seating/painted concrete)

Acoustical Wall Panels

Armrest, Tablet Finish

Seat back

Seat Fabric

Sample Chair (Tablet Arm-lecture hall)
Auditorium – Green Scheme
Auditorium – Blue Scheme

Carpet Option (under seating/painted concrete)

Acoustical Wall Panels

Armrest, Tablet Finish

Seat back

Seat Fabric Color

Sample Chair (Tablet Arm-lecture hall)
Auditorium – Blue Scheme
Auditorium – Red Scheme

- Carpet Option (under seating/painted concrete)
- Acoustical Wall Panels
- Armrest, Tablet Finish
- Seat back
- Seat Fabric
- Sample Chair (Tablet Arm-lecture hall)
Auditorium – Red Scheme
Learning Commons Update
Option C – Revised – Faceted Pattern Green/Blue/Gray Fabric

Both pattern and color establishes platform area as feature separate from remainder of space
Option A – Revised – Faceted Pattern Yellow/Blue Gradient Fabric

Both pattern and color establishes platform area as feature separate from remainder of space.
Option G – Linear Pattern Blue/Yellow/Gray Gradient Fabric

Pattern is simplified with color blending into adjacent walls wrapping the room drawing attention to whole space.
Option G – Linear Pattern Yellow/Blue Gradient Fabric
Pattern is simplified but with bold color establishes platform area as feature separate from remainder of space
Thank You